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We smell gas on St. Clair: Around 8:50 a.m., on July 9, a patrol car radioed back the
dispatcher that there was a strong odor of gas in a parking lot in the 2500 block of St. Clair
Avenue and to contact the fire department and East Ohio Gas.

Cleveland

Man on the shore way driving like he’s crazy: On July 9, about 8:33 a.m., there were several
calls from motorist that reported a man on the shore way was driving a red Jeep just like he
crazy and he just got off at the
West
Boulevard
exit.
Area cars were put on alert for the erratic driver.

Broke down in a bad Cleveland neighborhood: On July 9, at 8:40 a.m., there was a call from
out of town folks (West Philadelphia) whose car had broke down and was stuck on the lower
east side. The callers stated “we think we have broken down in a bad area and we are very
uncomfortable and don’t want to wait for a tow truck.”

Satrina has trouble with her neighbors: Around 8:46 a.m., there was a call from a woman
name Sabrina in the 4100 block of
East 77 th Street,
who asks for the police to come out because she was having some trouble with her neighbors.
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They keep hanging up on 911: On July 9, at 8:48 a.m., a dispatcher sent a car to an
nd and Cedar Avenue, where they had
apartment on East 22
received several 911 hang up calls.

We smell gas on St. Clair: Around 8:50 a.m., on July 9, a patrol car radioed back the
dispatcher that there was a strong odor of gas in a parking lot in the 2500 block of St. Clair
Avenue and to contact the fire department and East Ohio Gas.

Shot out her car windows with a BB gun: At about 8:52 a.m., a woman name Sonja Cruz
called from the 3400 block of
Daisy Avenue, and
reported that somebody had shot out her car windows with a BB gun. A unit was sent to
investigate.

Boyfriend about to get shanked by his lady: At about 8:55 a.m., on July 9, there was call
from a house in the 11600 block of
Durant
Avenue
,
reporting that a woman had pulled a knife and was threatening to cut her boyfriend. The woman
left and she is driving a Pontiac Grand Prix.

Boys on Parmelee selling drugs: Around 8: 56 a.m., there was a caller in the 9800 block of P
arelee Avenue
, who reported that there were about 10 or 12 boys in the street selling drugs.

Jamell is smoking wet and actin’ a fool: Around 8:58 a.m., On July 9, there was a call
received from a house in to 800 block of
East 96 th
Street
that a man name Jamell had been smoking and is high on wet and now he’s causing trouble.

Man and a woman are beating each other down: On July 9, around 8:58 a.m., there was a
caller in the 500 block of
East 106 th Street,
who reported that a man in a blue tee shirt was in the middle of the street fighting his girlfriend.
Although no weapons were seen a car was rushed to investigate.
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There’s trouble in a house on Holmes: At 9:12 a.m. on July 9, there was a call received from
a house on
Holmes Avenue, and that there was
trouble in this home and to send the police.

They think West 58 th is a drag strip and gon’ get hurt: Around 9:15a.m., on July 9, a caller
th Street, reported that
on West 58
there were several cars on the street that were drag racing and that somebody “gon get hurt.”
A unit was sent out to investigate.

Old dude got punched in his eye: On July 9, around 9:17 a.m., a caller reported that there
had been a fight at a house in the 12900 block on
Ferris
Avenue
,
and an Ol’ man about 50 years old had been punched in his eye. A car and
EMS
was sent out to check out what happened.

Another older man is being assulted: Around 9:19 a.m., on July and just minutes later there
was another a call form the 1700 block of Payne Avenue, that reported that a different old man
had been assaulted.

Motorcyclist pulls a “hit and roll”: On July 9, around 9:21 a.m., there was a call from an
th and Woodland, that reported
angry observer at East 55
that a man on a motorcycle had just ran over a guy on a bicycle and had just kept going.
Although no one was hurt a car was sent out to check what happened.

A couple rumbling in the school yard: Around 9:32 a.m., on July 9, a caller named Ramona
reported that a man was fighting a woman in the school yard at
Kentucky Elementary School
. A car sent out to check out the domestic violence.
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Carmen is having man problems: On July 9, around 9:25 a.m., a woman named Carmen
called from the 1200 block of East 172 Street, called and reported that she wanted to make a
report about her boyfriend who was making trouble.

Ex-boyfriend, stalking a woman on Crest: On July 10, around 9:05 a.m., there was a call
from a woman in the 4000 block of
Crest Avenue,
who reported that a man was making trouble, stalking her and harassing her family. She said
he is still in the neighborhood, driving a Ford F150 truck, wearing a black tee shirt and some
blue jeans.

Somebody broke in the school: July 10, around 9:10 a.m., a man who was walking his dog,
called and reported that a window at
Charles Elliott
Elementary School
on L
otus Drive
had been broken out and somebody might still be in the building. Police were rushed to the
scene.

Christine wants to put papers on Rick’s butt: 9:52 a.m., on July 10, a woman named
Christine in the 4200 block of Woodridge Avenue, called and reported that her bully boyfriend
name Rick had jumped on her and took her cell phone and she wants to make a report on his
---!

A car was sent out to investigate.

Somebody stole my gun: July 10, about 9:57 a.m., a woman in the 2500 block of a West side
street, called and reported that “Somebody don stole my gun.” She stated that she wanted to
make a report of her missing 38 caliber Charter Arms snub nose.
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University Heights

Honest thief returns stolen goods: On June 28, at about 6:33 p.m., a young man who had
used a stolen credit card to purchase about $ 3,500 worth of merchandise from Target’s,
attempted to return the items to the store. He realized that he was doing wrong and said some
people had paid him $ 50.00 to use the card and bring the purchased items to them. The young
man got cold feet, and took the stuff back to Target’s.

Man in his late 40s steals 10 bottles of body wash: On June 27 around 11:45 a.m., an
employee at CVS on
Cedar Road, called
and reported that a tall man in his late 40s, wearing dark sunglasses, just stole about 10 bottles
of body wash items and ran out the door, jumped into a white van and drove off. The employee
did get the license plate number.

Woman nabbed for stealing “Hello Kitty” stuff: On June 28, around 3:38 p.m., a woman was
busted by Macy’s security when she left the store after cancelling and not paying for “Helllo
Kitty” items stolen from the children department. Included were several pairs of shorts and tee
shirts. The items totaled over 106 dollars and some change. Macy’s will prosecute.

Stealing IPhone case – No app for that!: On June 28, at about 1:20 p.m., a lost prevention
officer at Target’s observed a man on CCTV remove an IPhone case from it’s’ package, place
the cover on his own phone and attempt to leave the store. Busted! The case only sells for
$28.00.
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“Do Rag Willie” steals 6 bags of frozen shrimp: On June 30, around 4:45 p.m., a manager at
the Whole Foods store called and reported that a man had just stolen a box of food and walked
out of the store. When the manager asked the man if he could look in the box, the guy name
Willie took off running. Minutes later UHPD busted him in the Arby’s parking lot and among the
stolen items were 6 big bags of frozen shrimp.

Man throws girlfriend out the house:

Woman beat for not letting boyfriend use the bathroom:

Boy caught in library with his paints down
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